NOTES:
1. (42) standard photo cell is installed remotely from the (43) UBD pillar switchboard. Refer standard drawing 1430.
2. Label circuits and terminals appropriately.
3. Refer (49) for switchboard assembly.
4. Install panel as UBD pillar.
5. Permanently label item (63) as "Main Switch".
6. Fix permanent label to (41) with "Night up Day down".
8. Dimensions are in millimeters unless shown otherwise.
9. Note 50mm die penetration in backboard for cables to connector blocks.
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SCOPE OF THIS STANDARD DRAWING:
Pillar switchboard should only be used where disconnect times cannot be met on steel switchboard. (Refer TMR Electrical Design Manual for Roadside Devices). TMR approval must be obtained before installation of Pillar switchboard.